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Unleash Your Hidden Powers
2006-01-01

this book will help you realize your explosive potential improve
concentration hone your decision making skills and overcome fears that
come in the way of achieving your targets the author shares her analyses
of the human mind and points to the road that promises success you will
learn to use self hypnotism and train the mind to set goals that will
make your life meaningful and find that concentration and meditation are
the keys to a useful life this book will help you accept yourself
unhesitatingly and define your own parameters of success read it to live
a fearless existence that will prove to be an example to all around you

Key to Your Hidden Power
1995

the kabbalists tell us of the lost word the word of power which mankind
has lost to him who discovers this word all things are possible is this
mirific word really lost yes and no it is the open secret of the
universe and the bible gives us the key to it it tells us the word is
nigh thee even in thy mouth and in thy heart it is the most familiar of
all words the word which in our heart we realise as the centre of our
conscious being and which is in our mouth a hundred times a day it is
the word i am because i am what i am i may be what i will to be my
individuality is one of the modes in which the infinite expresses itself
and therefore i am myself that very power which i find to be the
innermost within of all things

Your Hidden Power
2019-01-09

emmy award winning news anchor and motivational speaker julian phillips
chronicles periods in his own life to demonstrate how the power of the
scriptures helped him through personal trials and crisis dr a r bernard
senior pastor of new york christian cultural center unlocks the keys to
harness the power of the words in scriptures that deal with life s many
challenges julian phillips is an award wining journalist motivational
speaker and media consultant he most recently served as a correspondent
for the nationally syndicated faith based program the a r bernard show
and is perhaps best known as the former co host of weekend fox friends
the 1 cable morning news show in america on the fox news channel julian
is a two time emmy award winner and eight time nominee he is also the
recipient of the edward r murrow award for excellence in journalism
julian serves on the board of directors for boys town new york he and
his wife inspirational jazz vocalist barbara king live in new york
contact information julianphillips net in november of 1979 dr a r
bernard left a 10 year career with a major new york banking institution
to go into full time ministry what started as a small storefront church
in williamsburg brooklyn has now blossomed into a 30 000 member church
that sits on an 11 5 acre campus in brooklyn new york he is now founder
and ceo of christian cultural center a r bernard sr is also the
president of the council of churches of the city of new york
representing 1 5 million protestants anglicans and orthodox christians
bernard sits on the nyc economic development corporation board and the
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nyc school chancellor s advisory cabinet he has been married for 37
years to his wife karen for speaking engagements or more information
contact executive assistant joyce julien at 718 306 1083

Discovering Your Hidden Power
2009-07

explains how the subconcious mind works tells how to communicate with
the subconscious and describes the ways in which it can lead one to
success

Hidden Power
1987

there is a very general recognition which is growing and becoming more
widespread that there is a sort of hidden power somewhere which lays
within our ability however to fully realize how much of our present
daily life consists in symbols means to find the answer to the ancient
question what is truth this book will lead you towards the truth by
placing a strong emphasis on concrete material changes in the
circumstances of life get in touch with your hidden power and change
your life now unfoldment the hidden power the perversion of truth the i
am affirmative power submission completeness the principle of guidance
desire as the motive power touching lightly present truth yourself
religious opinions a lesson from browning the spirit of opulence beauty
separation and unity externalisation entering into the spirit of it the
bible and the new thought jachin and boaz hephzibah mind and hand the
central control what is higher thought the law and the word the creative
process in the individual the edinburgh lectures on mental science the
dore lectures on mental science bible mystery and bible meaning

Intuition
2000

elizabeth clare prophet s book is a masterpiece the rich tradition of
the kabbalah comes to life in a language that is accessible even to
those unfamiliar with this ancient and classic tradition caroline myss
ph d author of anatomy of the spirit

Your Hidden Power of Mind
2023-10-26

how this book can work magic in your life the moment you picked up this
book you held the key to rebuilding your life in the 367 pages that
follow there is set forth in plain terms knowledge that is
scientifically sound easy to understand and easy to apply to your own
affairs as you read these pages and as you fill in the very important
sections that deal with you alone you find out how to make of your life
anything you want it to be how to free your days of the deadly monster
monotony and fill your days with interest and pleasure and health and
love how to make happiness a habit with you how to use every hour of the
day even your sleeping hours to add years to your life and life to your
years in the sixteen carefully arranged chapters that make up this book
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you will read exactly how these things are possible you will see they
are possible for you hardly a person has not said to himself if only i
could change myself and do better and it is not only older people who
look back and sigh over wasted decades young people too look back and
realize they are not using their full powers and think if only i could
change myself this book shows you how to change yourself from within you
have the power now this book shows you how to find it the one great key
your superconscious mind

The Hidden Power
2019-03-24

the hidden power and other papers upon mental science is a collection of
new thought essays by thomas troward troward was an english writer whose
works inspired the new thought movement and mystic christianity excerpt
there is a very general recognition which is growing day by day more and
more widespread that there is a sort of hidden power somewhere which it
is within our ability somehow or other to use the ideas on this subject
are exceedingly vague with the generality of people but still they are
assuming a more and more definite form and that which they appear to be
taking with the generality of the public is the recognition of the power
of suggestion i suppose none of us doubts that there is such a thing as
the power of suggestion and that it can produce very great results
indeed and that it is par excellence a hidden power it works behind the
scenes it works through what we know as the subconscious mind and
consequently its activity is not immediately recognisable or the source
from which it comes

Kabbalah
1997

this book by an internationally known expert on consciousness intuition
dreams and psychic ability examines the cayce readings insights into
human consciousness and outlines the enormous role it plays in our
everyday lives this is a wonderful guide to discovering the power in us
all

The Magic Power Of Your Mind
2022-03-26

most of us focus on thinking positively to create what we really want in
life but science shows it s actually our feelings that matter most in
her relatable and engaging way psychologist and researcher melanie dean
ph d explains not just what to do to shift your emotions and focus your
energy to attract the people things and opportunities you want most in
life but how and why it works once you understand that your feelings and
emotions are real energy waves that go out into the world and connect
with or repel others you can start to notice and shift your emotions and
intentionally direct your energy so you are sending out the waves that
will connect with what you really want by reading the hidden power of
emotions you will discover there is a whole world of energy at work in
around and through you your emotions which are more powerful than your
thoughts create energy waves that leave your body connecting with
similar energy your emotions are the way in which you receive
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communication back from the shared energy field how to purposefully
direct your emotions to connect you with what you want to receive
throughout this book which won both the nautilus silver award and
nonfiction book award dean highlights the science behind your power as
well as specific tips and strategies to help you apply it in your
everyday life including a power zapper section of common struggles that
weaken your power and a power booster section of recommendations for
increasing your personal power

Your Hidden Powers
1923

the guide to manifesting your destiny finally you can unlock the secret
to your destiny using insightful arts like astrology and tarot you can
find out more about your life s path what s more you ll master the law
of attraction and use it to harness the esoteric power of your soul and
karmic numbers become more aligned with the dynamic energies of the
stars and planets embrace your individual personality type and
creativity style create personal rituals affirmations and practices to
make the most of each and every day set the intentions that attract love
prosperity and abundance the secret power of you is all you need to
unravel the mysteries of the universe discover the true meaning of your
life and become everything you were born to be

The Hidden Power, and Other Papers upon Mental
Science
2019-11-22

use your birthdate to discover your personology

Your Mind
1996

this is a fantastic adventure into the nature of your being there are
forces within you that cruse beneath the upper layer of your mind which
can be utilized to bring you whatever you want all you have to do is
learn a few easy techniques easy to do and you re on your way to money
fame love sex popularity or whatever you desire the truth is you are
unlimited

The Hidden Power of Emotions
2020-11-17

have you ever wondered why certain life patterns have been so hard to
turn around well the reasons may be encoded in your eternal history in
karmic sources that were set lifetimes ago perhaps you keep struggling
with money problems feel hopeless about finding true love or have an
addiction you can t seem to beat these current issues could be traced
back to previous lives even psychological and physical ailments such as
chronic pain allergies weight problems and self doubts could originate
in unknown past events yet these past life sources don t have to remain
a mystery or have power over you anymore in this enlightening book new
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york times bestselling author sandra anne taylor explores the energy of
karma and reincarnation revealing how your eternal consciousness can
become encoded influencing your destiny today the audio download
includes a safe and easy past life regression designed to reveal your
encoded information a fast and fun meditation to rewrite the past and
change the present a meditation to set future intentions and look into
potential future events and affirmations to release your karma and
programme greater success

The Secret Power of You
2012-06-18

from the author of secrets of the signs comes an exciting book designed
to help teenagers get in touch with their psychic instincts and unlock
the power of intuition

The Hidden Power of Everyday Things
2000

explains how the subconcious mind works tells how to communicate with
the subconscious and describes the ways in which it can lead one to
success

Your Secret Hidden Powers
2018-05-08

the try guys deliver their first book an inspirational self improvement
guide that teaches you that the path to success is littered with
humiliating detours embarrassing mistakes and unexpected failures

The Hidden Power of Your Past Lives
2010-01-30

what is heart power in this timely and inspiring book you will learn
that each of us has a magnificent power within that can facilitate
change eliminate stress fill us with hope and empower us to live our
lives to our fullest potential the secret for uncovering this power is
learning to live from the heart this book shows your how the hidden
power of the heart is a fascinating account of the author s personal
transformation through the heart a journey that takes us into the lates
discoveries in quantum physics and hologram theory you will discover a
hidden power available to everyone a power that can change your own life
and create a new future for humanity sara paddison is vice president of
the institute of heartmath a nonprofit education and research
organization she lives in boulder creek california

Get Psychic!
1987-11-01

the inspiration of ernest holmes has reached hundreds of thousands of
readers through his classic works many of which are just now becoming
available in paperback originally published in 1929 as the bible in
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light of religious science this exegesis on the hidden lessons of some
of scripture s best known verses has been largely unavailable and even
unknown since the 1940s indeed this edition comes as a brand new work to
the many readers of ernest holmes it is fully reset and redesigned
published for the first time with an index and includes a new preface to
frame the book for the contemporary reader

Hidden Power
2019-06-18

from the new york times bestselling authors of the passion test comes a
book that will teach readers to harness the power of ritual to unlock
their unique gifts and create a life of love wealth and happiness
rituals are the common feature of every ancient culture on earth yet
modern society has lost touch with the power and value of ritual to
create a rhythm for daily life balance and a connection with others in
the process many of us have lost touch with ourselves your hidden riches
is a call to reignite the power of personal and community rituals to
sustain us in the midst of an ever increasing onslaught of information
and expectations and to sustain our world by reawakening the awareness
of our interconnection with all life in the book you will learn to
engage with o rituals for magical relationships o rituals for diet
health and beauty o creating wealth through ritual o rituals for the
seasons of life o rituals for a closer family circle embracing ritual
will allow you to finally live the life of health wisdom and love that
you deserve

The Hidden Power of F*cking Up
1995

write your own magicshows you how you can use the incredible magical
power of words to make your dreams a reality this guidebook presents the
three magic steps essential to manifesting exactly what you want for
dreams both big and small there is no limit to what you can ask for as
long as your requests hurt no one for instance you might want vibrant
health a fulfilling relationship greater happiness more money a better
job stronger faith increased creativity and intuition all of this and
much more can be brought into your life when you follow the step by step
instructions in this magical guidebook write your own magic will show
you how to create original white magic spells that make your hopes and
dreams come true first you ll learn how to determine your life s purpose
next you ll find out how to write magic that makes your dreams come true
in six important areas physical spiritual mental financial social and
intuitive finally you ll discover how to use the hidden power of words
sacred names and secret writings magic diaries and dissolving ink along
with other simple white magic techniques to make your desires hopes and
wishes come true

The Hidden Power of the Heart
2009-12

this is one of the true classic self help books sought by many people
over the years for its proven techniques troward has created a roadmap
that one can follow by reading this book that will allow one to travel
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on a path toward the realization of truth

The Hidden Power
2006-08-03

have you ever wondered to discover how to use your hidden subconsious
power are you interested in building or reinforce self confidence and
self esteem if your answer to any of these questions is to the
affirmative then this book is the perfect solution for you subconsious
mind power is for those looking for practical tools that they can
incorporate that will help them improve on their interpersonal skill
levels and in the areas of mind reiforcing meditation and power
discovery the essential guidelines contained in this book give easy to
implement ways that anyone can add to their daily lives that will lead
to a change of lifestyle these practices are a product of work that has
been developed over time within the work life context though they are
applicable even outside the bounds of your daily life where the skills
of mind and self control play a big role in developing successful goals
it is important to note that the caliber of skils developed can to a
great extent determine huge increase in productivity levels here s the
deal going through the audiobook you will be able to learn the unlimited
mind power at your disposal a mild approach towards meditation that
works the three mind mind apporach and the science of not becoming how
to improve your personal skills even further by developing the power of
subconsious how to build a successful individualized self guided
approachand how to incorporate it into your daily routines developing
such skills will allow you to stand out keeping an overall mind control
being in line with yous subconsious powers this can help in the daily
life world and even in relationships bear in mind that that the key to
develop these skills is to commit to constantly and practice them in the
various context of your life you will engage in a personal and guided
parcour that i personally tested during my years of research and self
develop that will shed the lights to a new view disconnected to the
normal world are you ready to discover the hidden powers of your mind
don t wait anymore to discover these secrets buy your copy today

The Hidden Power of the Bible
2014-10-21

hypnosis unleash your hidden power using hypnosis have you ever try
ditching a bad habit only to fall back into square one in matter of days
how about trying to foster a new good habit to no avail have you ever
wish you can change an aspect of your lifestyle that you know is harming
you it seems like no matter how strong of willpower you exert nothing
seems to work out in the end you feel like you have no control
whatsoever over your life actually all you need to surmount anything is
the ability to reprogram your mind this no nonsense guide will set you
on a path to unlock your hidden powers using hypnosis you will learn how
to what exactly is hypnosis beyond all the myths how to induce a
hypnotic state perform self hypnosis hypnotize others use hypnosis to
help you overcome mental and emotional blocks hypnosis is one of the
natural super powers that anyone with the right knowledge can tap into
in this book you will learn how to harness that power and use it to
finally achieve anything you can set your mind to
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Your Hidden Riches
2001

awaken your hidden secret powers book synopsis we all live busy lives we
are all occupied by different responsibilities and are constantly
barraged by many distractions so much so that sometimes we forget to ask
the big questions like what am i living for is there anything beyond
this realm is there something greater of which i am capable we all grew
up thinking that we are ordinary and that there is nothing more to life
than what our naked eye can see but the truth is there is more to life
than what we can see we are more powerful that we think the book awaken
universal knowledge your hidden secret powers revealed will help answer
some of these bigger questions this book will help you understand the
power of your body and your thoughts this book will expose you to
information that will both shock and amaze you in this book you will
learn the power of your mind the meaning of auras how to cleanse your
aura and get rid of toxic energy the power of sounds how to change your
energy vibrations using sounds how to change your physical reality and
attract everything that you have hoped for by using the power of your
thoughts how to make the most out of your time on earth valuable
information about the magical set of information called the akashic
records the truth behind coincidences and synchronicities energy
channels in your body that you can use to improve your health this
amazing book will help you tap the hidden powers hidden in you and help
you transform yourself and your life this book also contains easy to
follow activities that will help you attain your desires and dreams
there is more to life than what we can see and hear we are surrounded by
magic we have to tap our hidden inner powers we have to look at the
world with different eyes to see its wonders get the book now by
clicking above

Write Your Own Magic
2006-11

steps to successfully use your subconscious mind to reach your goals you
re about to discover how to use the hidden power of your subconscious
mind using the power of your subconscious mind is one of the most
powerful and beloved spiritual self help tools we got you will learn how
you can turn this power to work for you it can help you grow stronger
spiritually face and overcome your fears reach goals and gain wealth you
will learn how to harness the power of your subconscious mind so you can
use it to attract just about anything you want here is a preview of what
you ll learn what is the subconscious mind how to unleash its power the
laws of believing how to use the power of your mind how to archive your
goals concepts to keep in mind how to archive happiness much much more

The Hidden Power
2019-11-06

shows how everyone can develop psychic abilities offering techniques
tips and exercises to improve clairvoyance telepathy and precognition
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Subconscious Mind Power
2017-08-02

for too long the empath has been taken down by a destructive and
emotionally charged world by making some simple changes you can
transform the way you feel physically and emotionally now is the time to
get back in control and enjoy the fantastical life you were born to live
7 secrets of the sensitive reveal the hidden power of an empath and
provide the keys to unlock your true potential are you longing to be in
control of all you feel do you want to regain happiness and health and
bring stability into your life would you like to discover your life
purpose if you answered yes to any of the above this book is for you

Hypnosis
2017-01-02

unlock your hidden power by hacking your genetic codeunlock the secrets
of your genetic makeup and take control of your health and wellness with
this comprehensive guide to understanding genetic expression learn how
genes are turned on and off and how this ultimately determines their
expression in the body by leveraging this knowledge you can make
meaningful lifestyle changes that will help you improve your health and
quality of life through ten carefully crafted chapters you will delve
into the critical components of a healthy lifestyle explore the latest
research and receive actionable advice on how to optimize your genetic
expression whether you are interested in nutrition exercise rest or
stress management this book offers practical guidance for unlocking your
hidden power and achieving optimal health and well being stay up to date
with the latest developments in genetic expression and take control of
your health and wellness today

Universal Knowledge
2014-12-04

誰もがシャドウ 心の闇 を持っている シャドウを否定すると シャドウに人生を奪われる しかし その存在を認め 光を当てた瞬間 人生を一変させる恩
恵と変容がもたらされる

The Subconscious Mind
2010

consultant doe lang shows how anyone can learn to access and radiate
that special something called charisma that separates leaders from
followers illustrations

So You Want to be Psychic?
2016-05-26

derber shows how the current regime has maintained power by intensifying
the red blue culture wars supporting religious extremists exploiting
terrorism fears and manipulating the electoral process and he reveals
our best hope for positive change an alliance between the democratic
party and another source of hidden power the grass roots progressive
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movements that have always been catalysts for change

7 Secrets of the Sensitive
2024-02-26

Foundational Function
2019-09-22

Your Hidden Super Power
2011-01

シャドウ・エフェクト
1999

The New Secrets of Charisma
1981

Your Secret Power
2005-10-05

Hidden Power
1999

Charisma
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